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jinns possess the ability to travel, teleport, and
resurrect; because of their proximity with humans, they

have an understanding of human psychology and
emotions and the ability to influence people by means

of thought, desire and dreams. the jinn who are for
some reason discontent with the humans beings’ way of
life, wish to destroy those living beings and claim that
their enslavement is the jinn’s duty. jinns have nine

“capabilities” — the ability to talk, the ability to walk,
the ability to fly, the ability to think and the ability to
feel pain, etc. additionally, the jinns possess a great
amount of “favored souls”, by which they are able to

have access to certain creative techniques and energy.
they are able to perform miracles that would normally

only be associated with the gods. for example, they can
make all the clothes, food and tools that they use out of
thin air. haran, bilkis and seyda take off on the trip but
nothing goes as planned. theres more to dilek past that
the group doesnt know. it seems this isnt the first time
her family has experienced supernatural events. her

father, abid is arrested for his part in this year and bilkis
tries to help. but this is also when things get messy.

abid is locked up in prison and bilkis starts working in
the area. however, none of these changes are what they
seem. a series of random but often bizarre events start

taking place as dileks past comes back to haunt her.
things also take a turn for the worse when bilkis is raped
by a three-hundred-pound hippo that basically rapes her

to death. the team is out of ideas by this point and
dileks grandparents step in to take the situation under

control.
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the weird things start happening to bilkis, so she starts to look into
the jinn. bilkis also sees haran, who she thinks may be a demon.

bilkis is told to stay away from haran, who is also being targeted by
others. haran, however, finds out that bilkis is looking into the jinn
and is jealous of her. he wants the jinn out of bilkis so he can use it

against her. bilkis and haran end up having a showdown and we
find out that the jinns are held in the host because of bilkis, who

broke the rules as a child. haran is not happy with this revelation.
bilkis promises to help haran and work on getting the jinns out. the
jinns seem to be growing stronger, so bilkis goes back to help. by
now, people are being tortured by the jinns. bilkis is the only one

who can help these people. bilkis goes to help the villagers, but the
jinns get the upper hand. bilkis makes a deal with the jinns. in

exchange for the jinns not hurting anyone, bilkis will get them out.
bilkis then tries to follow through. however, one of the villagers

stays behind. she is in trouble and bilkis must rush over to help her.
things begin to get weirder. people are disappearing. bilkis is the

only one who can help. others are not happy with her idea.
however, the jinns are increasing in power and are really starting to

take over, so bilkis risks her life by going back and helping the
villagers. bilkis makes a deal with the jinns. in exchange for their
safe journey, she needs the jinns to help her deal with haran. this
makes haran mad. he thinks that bilkis is losing her mind and is

using the jinns. he asks for the jinns to help him get revenge.
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